T H E engi neer who embarks upon the design of a feedback a mplifier must be a creature of mixed emotions. On the one ha nd, he can rejoice in the improvements in the characteristics of the structure which feedback promises to secure him. 1 On the other hand, he kn ows that unless he can finally adj ust the phase and attenuation characteristics around the feedback loop so the amplifier will not spontaneously burst in to uncontrollable singing, none of these advantages can actua lly be realized. T he emotional situation is much like that of an impecunious young man who has impetuously invited the lady of his heart to see a play, unmindful, for the moment, of t he limitations of the $2.65 in his pockets. The rapturous comments of the girl on the way to the theater would be very pleasant if they were not shad owed by his private speculation abou t the cost of the tickets.
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In many designs, par ticularly those requiring only moderate amounts of feedback, the bogy of instability turns out not t o be serious a fter all . In others, however , the situation is like that of the young man who has just arrived at t he box office and finds that his worst fears are realized. But the you ng man at least knows where he stands. The engineer's experience is more tantalizing. In typical designs the loop characteristic is always satisfactory-except for one little point. When t he engineer changes the circuit to correct that point, however, difficulties appear somewhere else, a nd so on ad infinitum. The solution is always just around the corner.
Although t he engineer a bsorbed in chasing this rainbow may not realize it, such an experience is almost as strong an ind ication of the existence of some fundamental physical limitation as the census which the young man takes of his pockets. I t reminds one of the experience of the inventor of a perpetual motion machine. The perpetual motion machine, likewise, always works-except for one little factor. Evidently, this sort of frustration a nd lost motion is inevitable in feedback a mplifier design as long as the problem is attacked blindly. To avoid it, we must have some way of determining in advance when we are either attempting something which is beyond our resburces, like the young man on the way to t he theater, or something which is literally impossible, like the perpetual motion enthusiast. This paper is written to call attention to several simple relations between the gain around an amplifier loop, and the phase change a round the loop, which impose limits to what can and cannot be done in a feedback design. The relations are mathematical laws, which in their sphere have the same inviolable cha racter as the physical law which forbids the building of a perpetual motion machine. They show that the attempt to build amplifiers with certain types of loop characteristics must fail. They permit other types of characteristic, but only at the cost of certain consequences which can be calculated. In particular, they show that the loop gain cannot be reduced too a bruptly ou tside the frequency range which is to be transmitted if we wish to secure an unconditionally stable a mpl ifier. I t is necessary to a llow at least a certain minimum interval before the loop gain can be reduced to zero.
The question of the rate a t which the loop gain is reduced is a n important one, because it measures t he actual magnitude of the problem confronting both the designer and the manufacturer of the feedback structure. Until the loop gain is zero, the amplifier will sing unless the loop phase shift is of a prescribed type. The cutoff interval as well as the useful transmission band is therefore a region in which the characteristics of the appa ratus must be con trolled. The interval represents, in engineering terms, the price of the ticket.
The price turns out to be surprisingly high. It can be minimized by accepting an amplifier which is only conditionally stable. 2 For the customary absolutely stable amplifier, with ordinary margins against singing, however, the price in terms of cutoff interval is roughly one octave for each ten db of feedback in the useful band. I n practice, an additional allowance of an octave or so, which can perhaps be regarded as the tip to the hat check girl, must be made to insure that the amplifier, having once cu t off, will stay put. Thus in an amplifier with 30 db feedback, the frequency interval over which effective cont rol of the loop transmission characteristics is necessary is at least four octaves, or sixteen times, broader than the useful band. If we raise the feedback to 60 db, the effective range must be more than a hundred times the useful range. If t he useful band is itself la rge these factors may lead to enormous effective ra nges. For example, in a 4 megacycle a mplifier they indicate a n effective ra nge of about 60 megacycles for 30 db feedback , or of more t ha n 400 megacycles if the feedback is 60 db.
The general engineering implications of this result a re obvious. It evidently places a burden upon the designer fa r in excess of that which one might anticipate from a considerat ion of the u seful band a lone. In fact, if the required tota l ra nge exceeds the band over which effective con t rol of the a mplifier loop cha racteristics is physically possible, because of parasitic effects, he is helpless. Like the young ma n, he simply can't pay for his ticke t. The ma nufacturer, who must construct and test the a pparatus to realize a prescribed cha racteristic over such wide ba nds, has perhaps a still more difficult problem. Unfortuna tely, the situa tion appears to be an inevitable one. The ma thematical laws are inexorable.
Aside from sounding this wa rning , the rela tions between loop gain a nd loop phase can also be used to establish a defini te method of design. The method depends upon t he development of overa ll loop cha racteristics which give the op timum result, in a certa in sense, consistent wi th the genera l laws. This reduces actual design procedure to the simulation of these cha racteristics by processes which a re essentially equiva lent to routine equa lizer design. The laws may also be used to show how the characteristics should be modified when the cutoff interval approaches the limiting ba nd width established by the parasitic elements of the circuit, and to de termine how the maximum realizable feedback in a ny given sit ua tion can be calcula ted . These methods are developed at some length in the writer's U.S. Paten t No. 2, 123,178 a nd are expla ined in somewha t briefer terms here.
R E L AT IONS B E TWEEN ATTENUATION AND PHASE I N P HYSICAL N ETWO RKS 3
The a mplifier design theory adva nced here depends upon a study of the transmission a round the feedback loop in terms of a number of genera l laws rela ting the a ttenuation a nd phase characteristics of physical ne tworks. In atta cking this problem a n immediate difficulty presen ts itself. I t is a ppa ren t that no ent irely definite and universal 3 Net work literature incl udes a long list of rela tions between attenuation and phase d iscovered by a variet y of a ut hors. They are d erived typically from a Fourier a nalysis of t he t ransient response of assumed structures and are freq uent ly ambiguous, because of fa ilure to recognize the minimu m phase shift condition. No attempt is made to review t his work here, a lthough s pecial mention should be made of Y. W. Lee's paper in the J o1tmal for M athematics a11d Physi cs for June, 1932. The proof of the relations given in t he present pa per d epends u pon a contour integrat ion in th e complex frequency pl~n e a nd can be understood fro m the d isclosure in the patent referred to previously. relation between the attenuation and the phase shift of a physical structure can exist. For example, we can a lways cha nge t he phase shift of a circui t withou t affecting its loss by adding either an ideal transmission line or a n all-pass section. Any attenuation characteristic can t hus correspond to a vast variety of phase characteristics.
For the purposes of amplifier design this ambiguity is for tu nately unimporta nt. While no unique relation between attenuation and phase can be stated for a general circui t, a unique relation does exist between a ny given loss characteristic a nd the minimum phase shift which must be associated with it. In other words, we can a lways add a line or all-pass network to the circuit but we can never subtract such a structure, unless, of course, it happens to be part of the circui t origina lly. If the circuit includes no surplus lines or a ll-pass sections, it will have at every frequency the least phase shift (algebraically) which can be obtained from any physical structure having the given attenuation cha racteristic. The least condi tion, since it is the most favorable one, is, of course, of pa rticula r interest in feedback amplifier design.
For the sake of precision it may be desirable to restate the situations in which this minimum condition fails to occur. The first situation is fou nd when the circuit includes a n all-pass network either as an individua l structure or as a portion of a network which ca n be replaced by an all-pass section in combination with some other physical structure. 4 The second situation is found when the circuit includes a t ra nsmission line. The third situation occurs when the frequency is so high that the tubes, network elements and wiring cannot be considered to obey a lumped constant analysis. This situation may be found, for example, at frequencies for which the transit t ime of the tubes is important or for which the distance a round the feedback loop is a n a ppreciable pa rt of a wave-length. The third situation is, in many respects, substa ntiall y the same as the second , but it is mentioned separately here as a matter of emphasis. Since the effective band of a feedback a mplifier is much greater than its u seful ba nd, as the in troduction pointed ou t, the considerations it reflects may be worth taking in to account even when they would be trivia l in the useful band alone.
It will be assumed here t hat none of these exceptional situations is found . For the minimum phase condition, then, it is possible to derive 'Analytically this condition can be stated as follows: Let it be supposed t hat t he t rans mission ta kes place between mesh I a nd mesh 2. The circuit will include a n all-pass netwo rk, explicit or concealed, if any o£ the roots o£ t he minor tt., of the princi pa l circuit d_eter~1inant lie beiO\y the real axis. in th~ complex frequenc);" plane. This can ha ppen m bndge configurations, but not m sen es-shunt configuration s, so that all ladder networks are automatically o£ minimum phase t ype. a large number of relations between the attenua tion and phase characteristics of a physical network. One of the simplest is (1)
where tt represents log fifo, fo being an arbi trary reference frequency, B is the phase shift in radians , a nd A 0 and A.., a re the attenuations in nepers a t zero a nd infini te frequency, respectively. The theorem states, in effect, that the total a rea under the phase characteristic plotted on a logarithmic frequency scale depends only upon the difference between the attenuations a t zero a nd infinite frequency, and not upon the course of the attenuation between these limits. Nor does it depend upon the physical configuration of t he network unless a nonminimum phase structure is chosen, in which case the a rea is necessarily increased. The equality of phase a reas for a ttenuation cha racteristics of different types is illustrated by t he sketches of Fig The sign ificance of the phase area relatio· n for feedback a mplifier design can be understood by supposing that the practica l transmission range of t he amplifier extends from zero to some given finite frequency. The quantity A 0 -A.., can then be identified with the cha nge in gain a round the feedback loop required to secure a cut-off. Associated with it must be a certain defi ni te phase a rea. If we suppose that the maximum phase shift at a ny frequency is limited to some rather low value the total a rea must be spread ou t over a proportionately broad interval on the frequen cy scale. This must correspond roughl y to t he cut-off region, a lthough t he possibili ty that some of the a rea may be found a bove or below the cut-off range prevents us from determining the necessary interval with precision .
A more detailed sta te ment of the relationship between phase shift and cha nge in attenuation can be obtained by turning to a second theorem . I t reads as follows:
where B(f. ) represen ts the phase shift at any arbitra ril y chosen frequency j . a nd u = logf/J.. This equation, like (1), holds only for the minimum phase shift case. Although equation (2) is somewhat more complicated than its predecessor, it lends itself to an equall y simple physical interpretation. It is clear, to begin with, that the equation implies broadly that the phase shift at a ny frequency is proportional to the derivative of the attenuation on a logarithmic frequency scale. For example, if dA fdu is doubled B will also be doubled. The phase shift at a ny particular frequency, however, does 'not depend upon the deriva tive of attenuation at that frequency a lone, but upon the derivative at a ll frequencies, since it involves a summing up, or integration, of contribu tions from the com plete frequency spectrum . F ina lly, we notice that the contribu tions to the total phase shift from t he various por tions of t he frequency spectrum do not add up equall y, bu t rather in accordance with the function Jog coth I u I / 2. This quantity, therefore, acts as a weigh ting function . I t is plotted in Fig. 2 . As we might expect physica ll y it is much larger near the poin t tt = 0 than it is in other regions. We can, t herefore, conclude that while t he deriva tive of attenuation at all frequencies er;Iters into the phase shift at a ny pa rticular frequency f = j . the derivative in the neighborhood of j . is relatively much more importan t than the derivative in remote parts of the spectrum. As a n illustration of (2), let it be supposed that A = k tt, which corresponds to an attenuation having a consta n t slope of § k Q.b per octave. The associated phase shift is easily evaluated. It turns ou t, as we might expect, to be constan t, a nd is equal numerically to k-rr /2 radians. This is illustrated by Fig. 3 . As a second example, we may consider a discon tinuous attenuation characteristic such as that shown in Fig. 4 . The associated phase characteristic, also shown in Fig. 4 , is proportional to the weighting function of Fig. 2 . The fina l example is shown by Fig. 5 . I t consists of a n a ttenuation characteristic which is constant below a specified frequency f 6 and has a constant slope of 6 k db per octave above f b· The associa ted p hase characteristic is symmetrical abou t the transition point between the two ranges. At suffi ciently high frequencies, t he phase shift approaches the limiting krr/2 radians which would be realized if the constan t slope were maintained over the complete spectrum. At low frequencies the phase shift is substantially proportional to frequency and is given by the equation
Solutions developed in this way can be added together, since 1t IS appa rent from t he general relation upon which t hey are based t hat t he phase cha racteristic corresponding to the sum of two attenuation 2 0k cha racteristics will be equal to the sum of the phase cha racteristics corresponding to the two attenuation characteristics separately. We can t herefore combine elementary solutions to secu re more complicated cha racteristics. An example is furni shed b y F ig. 6, which is buil t up fro m t hree solu ti ons of the type shown b y Fig. 5 . By proceeding sufficien tly fa r in this way, an approximate compu tation of the phase cha racteristic associated with almost any attenuation cha racteris tic can be made, witho u t t he la bor of actually performing the integration in (2).
F ig. 6-Diagra m to illustrate addition of elementary attenuation a nd phase characteristics to produce more elaborate solutions of the loss-phase formula.
Equations (1) and (2) are t he most satisfactory expressions to use in stud ying the relation between loss a nd phase in a broad physical sense. The mechanics of constructing detailed loop cut-off characteristics, however, a re simplified by the inclusion of one other, somewhat more complicated , formula. I t a ppea rs as
where f o is some a rbi t ra rily chosen frequency a nd the other symbols have t heir previous significance. The meani ng of (4) can be understood if it is recalled t hat (2) implies t hat t he m inimum phase shift at a ny frequency can be compu ted if the attenuation is p rescribed at all frequencies. In t he same way (4) shows how the complete attenuation a nd phase characteristics can be determined if we begin by prescribing the attenuation below fo and t he phase shift above fo . Since fo can be chosen arbit ra rily large or sma ll this is evidently a more genera l formula tha n either (1) or (2) , while it can itself be generalized , by the introduction of additional irrationa l factors, to provide for more ela borate patterns of ba nds in which A and B are specified alternately .
As a n example of this formula, le t it be assu med t hat A = K for f < f o and t hat B = krr/ 2 for f > f o. These a re shown by the solid li nes in Fig. 7 . Substitu t ion in (4) gives the A and B characteristics in t he rest of the spectrum as -Construction of complete characteristics from a n atten uation characterist ic specified below a certain frequency and a p hase cha racteristic above it. T he solid lines represent t he specified attenuation and phase characteristics, and the broken lines t heir comput ed extensions to the rest of the spectrum. simp le case a ll fou r fragmen ts can be combined into t he single a nalytic formula
This expression will be used as the fundamental formula for the loop cut-off cha_racteristic in the next section.
OVERALL FEEDBACK LooP CHARACTERisTics The survey just concluded shows what combinations of attenuation a nd phase characteristics are physically p ossible. We have next to determine which of the available combinations is to be regarded as representing the transmission a round the overa ll feedba,ck loop. The choice wiJI natura lly depend somewhat . upon exactly what we assume that the a mplifier ought t o do, but with any given set of assumptions it is possible, at least in theory, to determine what combination is most a ppropriate. FIG. 8-Nyq uist stability diagrams for various a mplifiers. Curve I represents "absolute 11 stability, C urve II instabilit y, and Curve III "condit ional 11 stability. In accordance with t he convention used in this paper the diagram is rotated through 180° from its normal position so that t he critical point occurs a t -1, 0 rather than
The situation is conveniently in vestigated by means of the Nyquist stability diagram & illustrated by Fig. 8 Bell System Teclmical Joumal, October, 1934 . The Nyquist diagrams in t he present paper a re rotated t hrough 180° from t he positions in which they are usually d rawn, turning the diagrams in reality into plots of -J'{J. In a normal amplifier t here is one net phase reversal d ue to the tubes in addition to any phase shifts chargeable directly to the passive networks in the circuit. The rotation of t he d iagram allows this phase reversal to be ignored, so that the phase shifts actually shown are t he sa me as t hose which are directly of design interest. traced by the vector representing the transmission around the feedback loop as the frequency is assigned all p ossible real values. In accordance with Nyquist's results a path such as II, which encircles the p oint -1, 0, indicates an unstable circuit and must be avoided . A stable amplifier is obtained if t he path resembles either I or III, neit her of which encircles -1, 0. The stability represented by Curve III, however, is onl y "Nyquist" or " conditional." The path will enclose the critical point if it is merely reduced in scale, which may correspond physically to a reduction in t ube gain. Thus t he circuit may sing when the tubes begin to lose their gain because of age, and it may a lso sing, instead of behaving as it should, when the tube gain increases from zero as p ower is first applied to the circuit. Because of these possibilities conditiona l stability is usua lly regarded as undesirable and the present discussion will consequently be restricted to "absolutely" or "unconditiona lly" stable amplifiers having Nyquist diagrams of the type resembling Curve I.
The condi tion that the a mplifier be absolutely stable is evidentl y that the loop phase shift should not exceed 180° until the gain around the loop has been reduced to zero or less. A theoretical characteristic which just met this requirement, however, would be unsatisfactory, since it is inevitable that the limiting phase would be exceeded in fact by minor deviations int roduced either in the detailed design of the amplifier or in its construction. I t will therefore be assumed tha t the limi ting phase is taken as 180° less some definite ma rgin. This is illustrated by Fig. 9 , t he phase margin being indicated as y1r radia ns. At frequencies remote from the band it is physically impossible, in most circuits, to restrict the phase within these limits. As a supplement, therefore, it will be assumed that larger phase shifts a re permissible if the loop gain is x db below zero. This is illustra ted by the broken circula r arc in Fig. 9 . A theoretica l loop characteristic meeting both requirements will be de veloped for a n amplifier transmitting between zero and some prescribed limiting frequency with a constant feedback, and cutting off thereafter as rapidly as p ossible. This basic characteristic can be adapted to a mplifiers with varying feedback in the useful range or with useful ranges lying in other parts of _ the spectrum by comparatively simple modifications which are described at a later point. I t is, of course, contemplated that the gain a nd phase ma rgins x and y will be chosen a rbitrarily in advance. If we choose la rge values we can permit correspondingly large tolerances in the detailed design a nd construction of the appa ratus without risk of instability. It turns ou t, however, that with a prescribed width of cutoff interval the a moun t of feedback which can be rea lized in the useful ra nge is decreased as t he assumed margins a re increased, so tha t it is generally desira ble to choose as sma ll ma rgins as is sa fe.
The essential fea ture in t his situation is the require me nt tha t the diminut ion of t he loop gain in t he cu toff region should not be a ccompanied by a phase shift exceeding some prescribed a moun t. I n view of the close connection between phase shift and the slope of the attenuation cha racteristic evidenced by (2) t his evidently dema nds that the a mplifier should cu t off, on the whole, at a well de fined rate which is not too fast. As a first a pproximation , in fact, we can choose the cu t off cha racteristic as an exactly constant slope from the edge of the useful ba nd ou twa rd . Such a cha racteristic has a lready been illus tra ted by Fig. 5 a nd is shown, replotted, 6 by the broken lines in Fig. 10 . If we choose the para meter corresponding to k in Fig . 5 as 2 the cu toff ra te is 12 db per octave and the phase shift is substantia lly 180° at high frequencies.
T his choice thus leads t o zero phase ma rgin. By choosing a somewha t sma ller k on the other ha nd , we can provide a defini te margin against singing, at the cost of a less rapid cutoff. For example, if we choose k = 1.5 the limiting phase shift in the JJ.fJ loop becomes 135°, which provides a margin of 45° against instability, while the rate of cutoff is reduced to 9 db per octave. The value k = 1.67, which corresponds to a cutoff ,rate of 10 db per octave and a phase margin of 30°, has been chosen for illustrative purposes in preparing Fig. 10 . The loss margin depends upon considerations which will appear at a later point. Although characteristics of the type shown by Fig. 5 a re reasonably satisfactory as amplifier cutoffs they evidently provide a greater phase :r Ill -60 margin against instability in the region just beyond the useful band than they do at high frequencies. I n virtue of the phase area law this must be inefficien t if, as is supposed here, t he optimum characteristic is one which would provide a constant margin throughout the cutoff interval. The relation between the phase and the slope of the a ttenuation suggests that a constant phase margin can be obtained by increasing the slope of the cutoff characteristic near the edge of the band , leaving its slope at more remote frequencies unchanged, as shown by the solid lines in Fig. 10 . T he exact expression for the required curve can be found from (6) , where the problem of determining such a characteristic appeared as an example of the use of the general formula (4) .
At high freq uencies the new phase and at tenuation characteristics merge with those obtained from the preceding straight line cutoff, as Fig. 10 indicates. In this region the relation between phase ma rgin a nd cutoff slope is fixed by the kin the equation (6) in the manner already described for the more elementa ry cutoff. At low frequencies, however, the increased slope nea r the edge of t he band permits 6 k db more feedback.
It is worth while to pause here to consider what may be said, on the basis of these characteristics, concerning the breadth of cu toff interva l required for a given feedback , or the "price of the ticket," as it was expressed in the introduction. If we adopt the straigh t line cu toff and assume the k used in Fig. 10 the in terval between the edge of the u seful band and the intersection of the cha racteristic with the zero gain axis is evidently exactly 1 octave for each 10 db of low frequency feedback. The increased efficiency of the solid line characteris tic saves one octave of this total if the feed back is reasonably la rge to begin with. This apparently leads to a net in terval one or two octaves narrower tha n the estimates made in the in trodu ction. The addi tional interval is required to bridge the gap between a purely mathematical formula such as (6), which implies that the loop characteristics follow a prescribed law up to indefinitely high frequencies, and a physical amplifier, whose ultimate loop characteristics vary in some uncontrollable way. This will be discussed later. I t is evident, of course, that the cutoff in terval will depend slightly upon the ma rgins assumed. For example, if the phase margin is allowed to vanish the cutoff rate can be increased from 10 to 12 db per octave. This, however, is not su fficient to affect the order of magnitude of the resul t. Since the diminished ma rgin is accompanied by a corresponding increase in the precision with which the apparatus must be manufactured such an economy is, in fact, a Pyrrhic victory unless it is dictated by some such compelling consideration as that described in the next section. M AXI MUM OBTAI NABLE FEEDBACK ..
A pa r ticularl y interesting consequence of the relation between feedback and cu toff in terval is the fact that it shows why we cannot obtain unconditionally stable a mplifiers with as much feedback as we please. So fa r as the purely theoretical construction of curves such as those in Fig. 10 is concerned, t here is clearly no limit to t he feedback which can be postulated. As the feedback is increased, however, the cutoff interval extends to higher and higher frequencies. The process reaches a physical limit when the frequency becomes so high t hat parasitic effects in the circuit are con trolling and do not permit the prescribed cu toff characteris tic to be simulated with sufficient precision. For example, we are obviously in physical difficulties if t he cutoff characteristic specifies a net gain around the loop a t a frequency so high that the tubes themselves working into their own parasitic capacitances do not give a gain.
This limitation is studied most easily if the effects of the parasitic elements are lumped together by representing t hem in terms of the asymptotic characteristic of the loop as a whole at extremely high frequencies. An example is shown by Fig. 11 . The structure is a shunt feedback a mplifier. The {3 circuit is represented by the T composed of networks N 5 , N 6 a nd N 7 • The input and output circuits are represen ted by N1 and N4 and the interstage impedances by N2 and Na.
The C's a re parasitic capacitances with the exception of c. and C6, which may be regarded as design elements added deliberately toNs a nd N 6 to obtain an efficient high frequency tra nsmission path from output t o input. At sufficiently high frequencies the loop tra nsmission will depend only upon t hese various capacitances, without regard to the N's. Thus, if the transconductances of t he tubes a re represented by G1, G2, and G 3 the asymptotic gains of the first two tubes are Gd wC1 and G2/wC 3 • The rest of the loop includes the third tube a nd the potentiometer formed by the capacitances Ct. C4, Cs and C6. Its asymptotic transmission can be written as G 3 jwC, where Each of these terms diminishes a t a rate of 6 db per octave. The complete asymptote is G1G2Ga/w 3 CC2Ca. I t appears as a straigh t line with a slope of 18 db per octave when plotted on logarithmic frequency paper, A simila r a na lysis can eviden tly be made for any amplifier. In t he particular circuit shown by Fig. 11 the slope of the asymptote, in units of 6 db per octave, is the same as the number of tubes in the circuit. The slope can evident ly not be less than the number of tubes but it may be greater in some circuits. For example if C5 and C 6 were omi tted in Fig. 11 a nd N 6 and No were regarded as degenerating in to resistances t he asymptote would have a slope of 24 db per octave and would lie below the present asymptote at any reasonably high frequency. In any event the asymptote will depend only upon the parasitic elements of the circuit and perhaps a few of the most significant design elements. I t can thus be determi ned from a skeletonized version of t he final structure. If waste of t ime in false starts is to be avoided such a determination should be made as early as possible, a nd certainly in advance of any detailed design.
The effect of the asymptote on t he overall feedback characteristic is illustrated by Fig. 12 cutoff characteristic originally given by the solid lines in Fig. 10 . It will be recalled that the curve was drawn for the choice k = 5/ 3, which corresponds to a p hase ma rgin of 30° and an a lmost constant slope, for the portion DEF of the characteristic, of about 10 db per octave. The straight line CEK represents an asymptote of the type just described , with a slope of 18 db per octave. Since the asymptote may be assumed to represent the practical upper limit of gain in the high-frequency region, the effect of the parasitic elements can be obtained by replacing the theoretica l cutoff by the broken line characteristic ABDEK. In an actual circuit the corner atE would, of course, be rounded off, but this is of negligible quantitative importance. Since EF and EK diverge by 8 db pe r octave the effect can be studied by adding cu rves of the type shown by Fig. 5 to the original cu toff characteristic. The phase shift in the ideal case is shown by Curve I of Fig. 13 . The addition of the phase corresponding to the extra slope of 8 db per octave at high frequen cies produces the total phase cha racteristic shown by Curve I' . At the point B ~here I t-ttl l = 1, the additional phase shift amounts to 35 degrees. Since this is grea ter than the original phase ma rgin of 30 degrees the amplifier is u nstable when parasitic elements are considered. In the present instance stability can be regained by increasing the coefficient k to 1-5/6, which leads to the broken line characteristic AGKH in Fig. 12 . This reduces the nominal phase ma rgin to 15 degrees, but the frequency interva l between G a nd K is so much greater than that between B and E tha t the added phase is reduced still more and is just less than 15° a t the new cross over point G. This is illustrated by II a nd II' in Fig. 13 . On the other ha nd, if the zero gain intercept of the asymptote CEK had occurred at a slightly lower frequency, no ch ange ink a lone would ha ve been sufficient. It would have been necessary to reduce the a mount of feed back in the tra nsmitted ra nge in order to secure sta bility.
The fina l cha racteristic in Fig. 13 reaches the limiting phase shift of 180° onl y at the cr ossover p oint. I t is evident that a somewhat more efficien t solution for t he extreme case is obta ined if the limiting 180° is approxima ted throughout the cu toff in terval. This result is atta ined by t he cu toff cha racteris tic shown in F ig. 14. The cha racteristic con- sists of the origina l theoretical cha racteristic, draw n for k = 2, from the edge of the useful ba nd t o its intercep t with the zero ga in axis , the zero gain axis from this frequency to the intercept with the high-frequency asymptote, a nd the asymptote thereafter. I t can be regarded as a combination of the ideal cu toff characteristic and two cha racteristics of the type shown by F ig. 5. One of t he added cha racteristics star ts at B and has a p ositive slope of 12 db per octave, since the ideal cu toff was drawn for the limi ting value of k. The other s ta rts at C a nd has t he negative slope , -18 db per octave , of the asymptote itself. As (3) shows, the added slopes correspond at lower frequencies to a p-proximately linear phase characteristics of opposite sign. If the frequencies B and C at which the slopes begin are in the same ratio, 12 : 18, as the slopes themselves the contributions of the added slopes will substantially cancel each other and the net phase shift throughout the cutoff interval will be almost the same as that of the ideal curve alone. The exact phase characteristic is shown by Fig. 15 slightly below 180° at the point at which the characteristic reaches the zero gain axis, so that the circuit is in fact stable. The same analysis can evidently be applied to asymptotes of any other slope. This makes it easy to compute the maximum feedback obtainable under any asymptotic conditions. If fo and f a are respec7 tively the edge of the useful band and the intercept (C in Figs. 12 and  14) of the asymptote with the zero gain axis, and n is the asymptotic slope, in units of 6 db per octave, the result appears as A,. = 40 log10 loa, (7) where A,, is the maximum feedback in db. 7
For the sake of generality it is convenient to extend this formula to include also situations in which there exists some further linear phase characteristic in addi tion to those already taken into accoun t. In exceptional circuits, the final asymptotic characteristic may not be completely established by the ti me t he curve reaches the zero gain axis · a nd the additional phase characteristic may be used to represent the effect of subsequen t changes in the asymptotic slope. Such a situation might occur in the circui t of F ig. 11, for example, if C 6 or C 6 were made extremely small. The additional term may also be used to represent departures from a lumped constant analysis in high-frequency a mplifiers, as discussed earlier, If we specify the added phase characteristic, from whatever source, by means of the frequency fd at which it would equ al 2n/7r radians, if extrapolated, the genera l formula corresponding to (7) I t is interesting to notice that equations (7) and (8) take no explicit accoun t of the final external gain of the a mplifier. Naturally, if the external gain is too high the available f..L circuit gain may not be sufficient to provide it and a lso the feedback which these formul::e promise. This, however, is a n elementary question which requires no further discussion. In other circumstances, the external gain may enter the situation indirectly, by affecting the asymptotic characteristics of the {3 path, but in a well chosen {3 circuit this is usuall y a minor consideration. The external gain does, however, affect the parts of the circuit upon which reliance must be placed in controlling the overall loop cha racteristic. For example, if the external gain is high the f..L. circuit will ordina rily be sharply tuned and will drop off rapidly in gain beyond the useful band. The f3 circuit must therefore provide a decreasing loss to bring the overall cutoff rate within the required limit. Since the {3 circuit must have initially a high loss to correspond to the high final gain of t he complete amplifier, this is possible. Conversely, if ·the gain of the amplifier is low the J.l circui t will be relatively flexible and the f3 circuit relatively inflexible. rapidly to its ultimate value t hereafter. These possibilities can be exploited approximately by various slight changes in t he slope of t he cutoff characteristic in the neighborhood of t he crossover region, or a theoretical solution can be obtained by introducing a prescribed phase shift of this type in the general formula (4). The theoretical solution gives a Nyq uist path which, after dropping below the critical point with a phase shift sligh tly less than ISO•, rises again with a phase shift slightly greater t han 180° and conti nues for some t ime with a la rge amplit ude a nd increasing phase before it finall y approaches the origin . T hese possibilities are not considered seriously here because they lead to only a few db increase in feedback, at least for moderate n's, and the degree of design control which they envisage is scarcely feasible in a frequency region where, by definition, parasitic effects a re almost controlling.
In setting up (7) and (8) it has been assumed that the a mplifier will, if necessary, be built with zero margins against singing. Any surplus which the equations indicate over t he actual feedback required can, of course, be used to provide a cutoff characteristic having definite phase and gain margins. For example, if we begin wit h a lower feedback in the usefu l band the derivative of the attenuation between this region and the crossover can be proportionately reduced, with a corresponding decrease in phase shift. We can also carry the flat portion of the characteristic below the zero gain axis, thus providing a gain margin when the phase characterist ic crosses 180°. In reproportioning the characteristic to suit these conditions, use may be made of the approximate formula 
where A, is the maximum obtainable feedback (in db), A is the actu al feedback, a nd x a ndy are the gain a nd phase margins in the notation of Fig. 9 . Once the available ma rgin has been divided between the x and 50 ' ' ' ' ' y components by means of this formula t he cutoff characteristic is, of course, readily drawn in . An example is furnished by Figs. 16 and 17, where it is assumed that A .. = 43 db, A = 29 db, x = 9 db, n = 3 a nd y = 1/ 6. The N yquist diagram for the structure is shown by Fig.   18 . I t evidently coincides al most exactly with the diagram postul a ted origina lly in Fig. 9 . With the cha racteristic of Fig. 16 at ha nd, we can re turn once more to the calcula tion of the total design range corresponding to a ny given feedback. From the useful ba nd to the in tersection of the cu toff cha racteristic with the zero gain axis the calcula tion is the same as that made previously in connection with Fig. 10 . From the zero gain intercept to the junction with the asymptote, where we can say that design control is finally relaxed, there is, however, an additiona l interval of nearly two octaves. Al though Fig. 16 is fa irl y typical, the exact breadth of the addi t ional interval will depend somewhat on circumstances. It is increased by an increase in the asymptotic slope a nd reduced by decreasing the gain margin .
RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF T U BES AND C IRCUIT I N LIMITIN G FEEDBACK 8
The discu ssion just finished leads to the genera l conclusion that the feedback which can be obtained in any given a mplifier depends ul t imately upon t he high-frequency asymptote of the feedback loop. I t is a mat ter of some importa nce , then, to determine what fixes the asymptote and how it can be improved. Evidently, the asymptote is finally restricted by the gains of the t ubes alone. We can scarcely improve upon the result secured by connecting the output pla te directly to the input grid. Within this limit, however, the actual asymptotic cha racteristic will depend upon the configuration and type of feedback employed, since a given distribution of pa rasitic elements may evidently affect one arrangement more than another. The salient circuit problem is therefore that of choosing a general configuration for the feedback circuit which will allow the maximum efficiency of transmission at high frequencies.
The relative importance of tube limitations and circui t limitations is most easily studied if we replace (7) by (10) where f 1 is the frequency at which the tubes themselves working in to their own parasitic capacita nces have zero gain 9 and A , is the asymptotic loss of the complete feedback loop in db atf = f,. The first term a The material o f t h is sect ion was largely inspired by comments due to Messrs.
G. H. Stevenson and J. M. West.
. 9 I.e., f, = 2~C , where Gm and Care respectively the transconductance and capacitance of a re presentative tube. The ratio G C is t he so-called "figure of merit" of the t ube. The a nalysis assumes that the interstage network is a simple shunt impeda nce, so that t he parasitic capacit ance does correctly represent its asymptotic behavior. More complicated four-ter minal interstage networks, such as transformer coupling circuits and t he like, are generally inadmissible in a feedback amplifier because of the high asy mptotic losses and consequent high-phase shifts which they introduce. of (10) shows how the feedback depends upon the intrinsic ba nd width of the available tubes. In low-power tubes especially designed for the purposef 1 may be 50 me or more, bu t if fo is small the first term will be substantial even if tubes with much lower va lues off, a re selected. The second term gives the loss in feedback which can be ascribed to the rest of the circuit. I t is evidently not possible to provide input and ou tput circui ts and a jS-path without making some contribution to the asymptotic loss, so that A, cannot be zero. In an a mplifier designed with pa rticular attention t o this ques tion, however, it is frequently possible to assign A 1 a comparatively low value, of the order of 20 to 30 db or less. Without such special attention, on the other hand, A , is likely to be very much la rger, with a consequent diminution in available feedback.
In addit ion to f, and A ,, (10) includes the qua ntity n, which represen ts the final asymptotic slope in multiples of 6 db per octave. Since the tubes make no contribution to the asymptotic loss at f = f, we can vary n with out a ffecting A, by changing the number of tubes in t he circui t. This ma kes it possible to compute the optimum number of tubes which should be used in any given situation in order to provide the maximum possible feedback . If A, is small the first term of (10) will be the d ominant one and it is evidently desirable to have a small number of stages. The limit may be taken as n = 2 since with only one stage the feedback is restricted by the available forward ga in, which is not taken into accoun t in !his a na lysis. On the other hand since the second term varies more rapidl y than the first with n , the optimum number of stages will increase as A, is increased. It is given generall y by A, n = 8.68 (11) or in other \Vords the optimum n is equal to the asymptotic loss at the tube crossover in nepers.
This relation is of particular interest for high-power circui ts, such as radio transmi tters, where circuit limitations are u sually severe but the cost of additional tubes, at least in low-power stages, is relatively unimporta nt. As an extreme example, we may consider the problem of providing envelope feedback a round a tra nsmitter. With the relatively sharp tuning ordina ril y used in the high-frequency circuits of a transmitter the asymptotic cha racteristics of the feedback path will be comparatively unfavora ble. For illustrative purposes we may assume that fa = 40 kc. and n = 6. In accorda nce with. (7) this would provide a maximum available feedback over a 10 kc. voice ba nd of 17 db. It will also be assumed tha t the addi tional tubes for the low-power portions of the circuit have an f, of 10 mc. 10 The corresponding A 1 is 33 nepers 11 so t hat equation (11 ) would say that the feedback would be increased by the addition of as many as 27 tubes to the circuit. Natura lly in su ch an extreme case this result can be looked upon only as a qua li tative indication of the direction in which to proceed. If we add only 4 tubes, however, the available feedback becomes 46 db while if we add 10 t ubes it reaches 60 db. It is to be observed that only a small part of the available gain of the added tubes is used in directly increasing t he feedback. The remainder is consumed in compensating for the unfortunate phase shifts introduced by the rest of t he circuit.
AMPLIFIERS OF OTHER TYPES
The a mplifier considered t hus fa r is of a rather specia l type. I t has a useful band extending from zero u p to some prescribed frequency J 0 , cons tan t feedback in t he useful band, a nd it is a bsolutely stable. Depa r tures from absolute stability are rather unusua l in practical a mplifiers and will not be considered here. I t is apparent from the phase a rea relation that a condi tionally stable a mplifier may be expected to have a greater feedback for a cut-off interval of given breadth tha n a structure which is uncondi tionally stable, but a detailed discussion of t he problem is beyond the scope of this paper.
Departures from the other assumptions a re easily treated. For example, if a varying feedbac k in the useful band is desired, as it may be in occasional a mplifiers, a n appropriate cut-off characteristic can be constructed by returning to t he general formula (4), performing the integrations graphically, if necessary. If the phase requiremen t in the cu t-off region is left unchanged only the firs t in tegral need be modified. The most important question , for ordinary purposes, is that of determining how high t he vary ing feedback can be, in comparison with a corresponding constant feedback characteristic , for a ny given asymptote. This can be a nswered by observing the form to which the first in tegra l in ( 4) reduces when fc is made very la rge. I t is easil y seen that t he asymptotic conditions wi ll rema in the same provided the 10 In t ubes o pera t ing a t a high-power level f, may, of course, be q uite low. It is evident, however, that only t he tubes added to the circuit are significant in interpreting (11 ). The additiona l tubes may be inserted directly in the feedback path if they are made substantially linear in t he voice range by subsidiary feedback of their own. Th is will not affect t he essential result of the present a na lysis. 11 It is, of course, not to be expected that t he actual asymptotic slope will be consta nt from 40 kc. to JO me. Since only the region extending a few octaves above 40 kc. is of interest in the fina l design, however, the apparent A, ca n be obta ined by extrapolating the slope in th is region. feedback in t he useful band satisfies a relation of the form
where cf> = sin-1 flf 0 • Thus the a rea under the varying characteristic, when plotted against ¢, should be the same a s that under a corresponding constant characteristic having the same phase and gain margins and the same fin al asymptote. This is exemplified by Fig. 19 , the varying cha racteristic being chosen for illustrative purposes as a straight line on an a ri thmetic frequency scale. The most important questio n has to do with the assu mption that the useful transmissio n band extends down to zero frequency. In most a mplifiers, of course, this is not true. I t is consequently necessary to provide a cut-off characteristic on the lower as well as the upper side of the band . The req uisite characteristics are easily obtained from the ones which have been described by means of frequel)CY transformations of a type familiar in fi lter theory. Thus if the cu t-off characteristics studied thus far are regarded as being of the " low-pass" type t he characteristics obtained from them by replacing fifo by its reciprocal may be regarded as bei ng of the "hig h-pass " type. If t he band width of the amplifier is relatively broad it is usu ally simplest to treat t he upper and lower cu t-offs as independent characteristics of low-pass and high-pass types. In this event, the asymptote for t he lower cut-off is furnished by such elements as blocking condensers and choke coils in t he plate supply leads. The low-frequency asymptote is usua lly not so serious a problem as the high-frequency asymptote since it can be placed as far from the band as we need by using large enough elements in the power supply circuits. The superposition of a low-frequency cutoff on the idealized loop gain and phase characteristics of a "lowpass" circuit is illustrated by the broken ,lines in Fig. 20 . If the band width is relatively narrow it is more efficient to use the transformation in filter theory which relates a low-pass to a symmetrical band-pass structure. The transformation is obtained by replacing fifo in the low-pass case by (f -fth!f(hft)), where ft and hare the edges of the prescribed band. It substitutes resonant and antiresonant circuits tuned to the center of the band for the coils and condensers in the low-pass circuit. In particular each parasitic inductance is tuned by the addition of a series condenser and each parasitic capacity is tuned by a shunt coil. The parameters of the transformation must, of course, be so chosen that the parasitic elements have the correct values for use in the new branches. This leads to a simple but important result. If the inductance of a series resonant circuit is fixed, the interval represented by f b -fa in Fig. 21 , between the frequencies at ·which the absolute value of the reactance reaches some prescribed limit Xo, is always constant and equal to the frequency at which the untuned inductance would exhibit the reactance X o, whatever the tuning frequency may be. The same relation holds for the capacity in an anti-resonant circuit. Thus the frequency range over which the branches containing parasitic elements exhibit comparable impedance variations is the same in the band-pass structure and in the prototype low-pass structure. But since the transformation does not affect the relative impedance levels of the various branches in the circuit, this result can be extended to the complete J.l.f3 characteristic. We can therefore conclude that . the feedback which is obtainable in an amplifier of given general configuration and with given parasitic elements and given margins depends only upon the breadth of the band in cycles and is independent of the location of the band in the frequency spectrum. These relations are exemplified by t he plots of a low-pass cu toff cha racteristic and the equivalent band-pass characteristic shown by Fig. 22 . The equality of corresponding frequency in tervals is indicated by the horizontal lines A, Band C. ... obta ined through the shielded input a nd output t ransformers T 1 a nd T 2. The three stages in the J.l. circui t a re represented in F ig. 23 as single tubes. Physically, however, each stage employes two tubes in pa rallel, the tra nsconductances of the individua l tubes being abou t 2000 micromhos. The principal feed back is obtained t hrough the impeda nce Z 11 • There is in addition a su bsid iary local feedback on the power stage through the impedance ZK.
T his is advantageous in producing a fu rther reduction in the effects of modulation in this stage bu t it does not ma terially a ffect t he feedback availa ble a round the principal loop.
The elements shown explicitly include resistance-capacitance filters in t he power supply leads to t he plates and screens, cathode resistances and by-pass condensers to p rovide grid bias p otentia ls, a nd blocking condenser-grid-leak combinations for the several tubes. In addi tion to serving these functions, t he various resistance-capacitance combinations are also u sed to provide t he cu toff characteristic below the useful band. The low-frequency asymptote is established by t he grid leak resistances and the associated coupling condensers a nd t he approach of t he feedback cha racteristic to t he asymptote is con trolled mainly by the cathode impedances and the resistance-capacitance fi lters in t he power supply leads to the plates. The principal parts of t he circu it entering into t he p.{J cha racteristic at high frequencies a re the interstage impeda nces Z t and Z2, the feedback impeda nce Z/l, 13 the cathode impedance Z K, a nd the two transformers. The four network designs a re shown in detail in F igs. 24, 25, 26 , a nd 27 .
The join t transcondu ctance, 4000 micromhos, of two tubes in para llel operating into a n average interstage capacity of 14 mmf, as indicated by F igs. 24 and 25, gives a n f, of abou t SO me. The parasitic capacities {chiefly transformer high side and ground capacities) in the other parts of t he feed back loop provide a net loss, A,, of abou t 18 db at t his frequency. Since the asymptotic slope is 18 d b per octave t he intercep t of the complete asymptote with the zero gain a.xis occurs abou t one octave lower, at sligh tly less tha n 25 me. T his is a relatively high intercep t a nd may be attribu ted in pa r t to the high gain of the vacuum tubes. The care used in minimizing parasit ic capacities in the construction of t he a mplifier a nd the genera l circui t ar rangement , including in pa r ticular the use of single shun t impedances for the coupl ing a nd feedback networks, are also helpful.
"The relative complexity of this network is explained by the fa ct that it actually serves as a regulator to compensate for the effects of changes in t he line temperature. (See H . W. Bode, "Variable Equa lizers," Belt System T echnical Joumal , April, 1938.) T he present d iscussion assumes that t he controlling element is at its normal setting. For t his setting the network is a pproximately equa l to a resistance in series with a sma ll inducta nce. The fact that the amplifier must remain stable over a regulation range may serve to ex plain why the design includes such large stability margins. In accordance with (7) the ma.ximum available feedback A., is 48 db. For design purposes, however, x and y in (9) were chosen as 15 db and 1/5 respectively. This reduces t he actual feedback A to about 28 db. The theoretical cutoff characteristic corresponding to these parameters is shown by the broken lines in Figs. 28 and 29 , and the actual design characteristic by the solid lines. Since this is a structure in which the required for\vard gain is considerably less than the ma.ximum available gain , the general course of t he cutoff cha racter-
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istic is cont rolled, in accorda nce wit h the procedure outlined p reviously, by the elements in the .u circuit. The sha rp slope just beyond t he edge of the useful ba nd is obtained from a transformer anti-resonance. The relatively fiat portion of the characteri!ltic near its intersection with t he asymptote is due partly t o a n an t i-resona nce of the {3 circuit with its d istributed capacita nce and par tly to a n increase in t he gain of the third tube because of the fil ter-like action of t he elements of ZK in cu tting out the local feedback on t he tube in t his region . The large margins in the design made it possible to secure a substant ial increase in feedback without ins ta bility. For example, with a loss ma rgin as great as 15 db the feedback can be increased by adjusting the screen a nd plate voltages t o increase the tube gains. A higher feedback can a lso be obtained by adjusting t he resistance in the first interstage. As t his inters tage was designed , an increase in the resista nce results in a n increased a mplifier gain a nd a correspondingly increased feedback which follows a new theoretical characteristic with a somewhat redu ced phase ma rgin. The adjustment, in effect, produ ces a cha nge in the value of the consta nt k in equation (6). W ith this adjustment the feedback can be increased to abou t 40 db before the a mplifier sings.
